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Seismic exploration of shal low geological structures 
The boundary region between the Moravicum and the Moldanubicum has been 
investigated on two 5 km long seismic profiles close to the Messener Bogen .  The 
aim was to find out whether a connection between the structure of the Bittescher 
Gneis and the Dobra Gneis exists . Refraction seismic studies show that a corre
lation between the P-velocity in the uppermost crysta l l ine rocks and the structures 
found in the geological map is obvious. CPM-sections of the reflection seismo
grams h igh l ight a westward d ipping structure down to 600 m depth . The reflection 
e lements are l inked together only in parts . A second reflection horizon has been 
found in about 1 500 m depth.  They may be due to the contact zone between the 
structures of the Bunte Serie (above) and the Bittescher Gneis (below ) .  

Resu lts o f  t h e  magnetotel luric and aud iomagnetotel luric measurements 
The end points of the seismic profile of Messern (E-W) have been chosen as the 
locations of MT-measurements. 1 6  sites between them have been selected as 
measuring points of additional AMT-soundings. The d ifferent depth resolution of 
both, MT- and AMT-sounding revealed a complex structure of the underground 
with lateral a nd vertical variations of the electrical impedance. A shal low inversion 
zone may be interpreted as graphite or pyrite bearing layers. The MT sounding 
yielded a resolution of the lower boundary of the of the lithosphere at a depth of 
about 1 30 km. 
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Structure of the earth's crust from P- and S-waves generated by d istant earth
guakes 
The seismograms of the eastalpine seismographic station network have been used 
for an ana lysis of the P- and converted waves from d istant earthquakes with the 
aim of modell ing the structure of the earth's crust below the respective station .  
O n e  o f  these stations, ZWETTL has been equipped with a 3-component reg istra
tion of the seismic motion and provided the chance of evaluting not on ly the P
but also the converted S-signals . The models of the earth 's structure has been 
established by a comparison of experimental with synthetic seismograms. The 
mean p-velocity in  the earth's crust is 6 . 1 km/s and the depth of the MOHO 34 
km. 

Deep seismic sounding on a lonq seismic spread 
This seismic equipment was carried out next a dri l l ing hole of 297 m depth not far 
from St. Martin/Weitra . This site with underground of granite has a th in whethe
ring layer of a ppr .  20 m. The aim consisted in a test, whether or not reflections 
from the MOHO can be observed on this site. Therefore the greatest possible 
lenght of seismic spread of the device, 4750 m, covered with 96 channels has 
been chosen. The 50 kg shots were fired in the d ri l l ing . The seismogram sections 
exhibit on ly weak reflection energy at times smaller than 4 s. At 8 s the first 
considerable energy enhencement occurs, and at 1 0.3  s,  1 1 .  5 s and later broad 
band of reflected energy ind icates that the lower crust and the upper mantel show 
much more and detailed reflection horizonts than the lower crust. The velocity 
measurements in the d ri l l ing hole and the seismic profile a l lowed a precise 
measurement of the P-wave velocity. The P-velocity is nearly constant down to 
depths of ca .  297 m.  

Resu lts of the  gravity survey 
A new g ravity survey was performed resu lting in about 5500 stations d istributed 
regu larly about the Bohemian Massif and the adjoining Molasse zone with station 
spacing of 3 km at maximum. The main tectonic units can be immediately recog
nised in the g ravity map: The South Bohemian granite p luton is accompanied by a 
d istinct negative anomaly. The transition to the metamorphic rocks adjoin ing in the 
East is characterized by a wide area with large horizontal grad ients fol lowed by a 
regional gravity h igh which extends far into the Molasse zone. This gravity high is 
superimposed by local anomal ies of d ifferent sign which at several locations 
excellently coincide with density provinces determined by analys ing surface rock 
samples. The gravity low of the Thaya pluton is followed in  the east by a marked 
zone of positive anomalies. In this way an interesting negative-positive anomaly 
couple is formed which completely masks the gravity effect of the Molasse sedi
ments with increasing thickness towards the East. As first interpretation step the 
magnitude of reduction anomalies caused by assuming constant rock density for the 
mass corrections has been investigated . Gravity map stripping has been performed 
for estimating the gravity effect of known crustal structures l ike the Mohorovicic 
d iscontinuity or the Molasse basement. The results ind icate an h igh density upper 
crust west of the South Bohemian gran ite intrusion. They a re confi rmed by density 
deconvolution as wel l .  Two d imensional model l ing on four profiles cover ing the 
main tectonic un its offers a first view to the upper crustal structures .  A crusta l 
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block of relatively h igh density which can be interpreted as deep reaching continu
ation of metamorphic rocks or as Brunovistul icum superimposed by Moldanubian 
and Moravian un its is a general feature of d ifferent model conceptions .  

Resu lts of the magnetic survey 
One of the main objects of the project S4 7 1 0  was to clarify certain  structural and 
tectonic questions in the Southern Bohemian Massif from magnetic d ata . This part 
of the Austrian territory was covered by aeromagnetic measurements in  the late 
seventies and early eighties. The fl ight line spacing was 2 km; tie l ines were flown 
with a d istance of 1 0  km. 

As the aeromagnetic survey in this area was flown in two different heights, in  a 
first step the aeromagnetic data were transformed into a common survey level of 
1 400 m a . m .s . I .  and a fterwards reduced to the pole. Para l lel to these activities new 
computer programs for 2- and 3-d imensional model calcu lations, including a 
package for graphic presentation of the data, were developed . 

Looking at the magnetic data of the Southern Bohemian Massif from a qua l itative 
point of view the southern part of Bohemian Batholite shows a rather qu iet pattern 
of the geomagnetic anomalies, with the exception of contact zones between 
d ifferent gran itic intrusions. In this areas interestin(l magnetic anomalies can be 
observed .  These anomalies are caused by secondary formed magnetite which is 
usual ly concentrated in the a lteration zones next to the a bove mentioned contact 
zones. This result is confirmed by air and ground radiometric investigations . Higher 
concentrations of potassium and sometimes of uranium can be also observed along 
these a lteration zones between d ifferent granitic sequences. 

2- and 3-dimensional model calculations ind icate that the bodies causing the 
magnetic anomal ies are quite narrow and the depth extension is approximately 
1 km below surface. Furthermore, rather complicated cupola-structures, effected by 
tectonic events, have to be expected . The rock formations west and east of the 
southern part of the Bohemian Bathol ite (Bavaricum; Moldanubicum-Moravicum) a re 
characterized by a d ifferent anomaly pattern. These rocks are mainly formed by 
metamorphic sequences. Similar to the geological findings the geomagnetic anoma
l ies show that the transition between the Bohemian Batholite and the rocks of the 
Bavar ikum is rather gradual ly, whereas in the E the contact with the rocks of the 
Moldanubicum-Moravicum is sharp.  From a general po int of view the Moldanu
bicum-Moravicum rock-complex shows higher magnetic susceptib i l ity values. 
Towards E this complex is more and more covered by young sed iments of the 
Molasse-zone and the Vienna Bas in .  A remarkable belt of magnetic a nomal ies, 
strik ing SSW-NNE can be found in this area . Model-ca lcu lations show that this 
anomalies a re caused by bodies ranging from approximately 2 km to 6 km below 
surface. Their tecton ic setting is sti l l  in d iscussion .  
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